Billy Riggs, CSP - the World's first and only Dis-Illusionist blends world class
illusions, spellbinding communication and ground breaking content to create an
experience found nowhere else. His blend of magic and motivation has benefits
that go well beyond just its initial dis-illusioning content. In each of his life
changing presentations featuring spectacular magic, uproarious humor and
paradigm-shifting messages, Billy Riggs helps bring perception and reality
together, dispelling crippling illusions while propelling managers and employees
toward explosive success. He connects with virtually every audience with his down
to earth manner and keen insights into human personality. Sharing this philosophy
for over 20 years to more than one million people on five continents, Billy has
earned the prestigious CSP designation. Magnetically drawing people to himself
and motivating them with the power of vision, Billy is a consummate self-directed
leader with more than ten years of experience as a founder and CEO.
Billy understands the value of human potential and the need to increase
performance, revolutionize customer service and achieve solid, sustained growth.
Because Billy's powerful presentations translate from the business world to
everyday relational and personal experiences, he leaves each audience amazed,
informed and excited about life.
Clients who have experienced Billy's mesmerizing, humorous and motivational
illusions include: Georgia Pacific, GTE, Poulan, IBM, Amway, Maytag, Hyatt Hotels,
DuPont, American Association of Airport Executives, and Association of School
Board Officials, among others.
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Testimonials
"The keynote delivered by Billy [Riggs] was great. He had a clear and simple
message and the comedy and magic associated with the delivery were well
received."
- Assistant Director, Old Dominion University.

“Billy Riggs is a true professional. He is a professional illusionist who is
definitely a first rate entertainer. But he’s also a professional speaker, a talented
and articulate communicator who says what he says really well. But most of all
he’s a professional human being who really wants to help. That’s why people
benefit from his message."
- Zig Ziglar, Speaker and Author.
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